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Why trust BestReviews? BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to recommend the best selections for most consumers. We only make money if you buy a product through our links, and all opinions about the products are ours. Read more BestReviews
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analyzing and testing products to recommend the best selections for most consumers. We buy all products with our own funds, and we never accept free products from manufacturers. Read more Home House &amp;&amp; Bedroom Room ComponentsFan Spotlight: These family Handyman readers put
their carpentry and carpentry skills to good use, designing fun, functional plans of bunk beds and beds for their children, their rooms, and themselves. Make a selection of these 20-bunk designs and get inspired to build your own DIY bed. 1/21 Bunk storage ladders built from poplar plywood, cones and
oriental ginger stains... It coincided perfectly with the bed. - presented by Facebook fan Daily Wood. This bunk bed has useful storage shelves built right on the stairs! 2/21 This adorable stretcher, shared with us by Facebook fan Nicolas Csonka, doubles as a children's play house or strong interior, with
small door and window. 3/21 Facebook fan Michael Ray built this cool bed for his son, made to look like a retro, green Volkswagen bus. It even has wheels! See more of our favorite children's bedroom ideas for small rooms. 4/21 Facebook fan Ben Yost shared this red jeep bed with us. Children can drive
by day and sleep at night. 5/21 This makes the list of amazing bunk beds easily. For fan John Deere, this tractor-inspired stretcher has all the bells and whistles. Josh &amp;; Katie Yingling shared this DIY kids bunk with us on Facebook. 6/21 A normal bed isn't good enough for all kids – some demand a
Bentley! Robert Paul Rung shared this homemade car bed with us on Facebook, and also sells them next door. 7/21 You might think truck bed refers to the back of a pickup truck, but in this case, we're talking about a children's bed made to look like a pickup truck. He made my son a truck bed molded
after my own truck. - presented by the fan Facebook Doug Goodrich 8/21 Joanne Laurie shared this variation of the John Deere stretcher with us on Facebook. This small DIY loft bed features a cosy reading corner underneath and a fun tractor design using some amazing plans from Ana White bunk
beds. 9/21 This pair of amazing bunk beds would make any child feel like a train driver. Facebook fan Idriaan Stander shared this photo with us, with two train car beds, with the tank engine that leads the load. 10/21 Finishing: Its head with independent integral lamps. LED are adjustable, perfect for
reading, and just sheds light on one side, so it doesn't keep my wife awake. That means you don't need a bed side light. The switches are hidden in the middle to make it easier to turn off both. - introduced by Facebook fan Gareth Dawe 11/21 Adam Conkle built this beautiful and simple twin bed for his
young daughter and shared it with us on our Facebook page. 12/21 Built this frozen storage bed for my daughter for Christmas. It's a twin bed with 6 large drawers below. - presented by Facebook fan Christopher Sowa 13/21 This is a cot and table changer/dressing set I did for my daughter. The wood
came from trees on our property that I cut and grinded. These are the first furniture I've ever built. - presented by Facebook fan Jeremiah Gilmour 14/21 This day bed would be the perfect place for an afternoon nap on a warm summer day! Facebook fan Dan Geren created this bed/sofa combo for his
front porch. 15/21 Facebook fan Courtney Tucker: a hidden-bed platform she built for her son's room. What a clever use of space! 16/21 A John Deere stretcher I built for two farm-loving guys... - presented by Facebook fan Daily Wood 17/21 This built-in children's bed of August M. Botelho is a cozy
sleeping corner, with curtains for a fake-canopy atmosphere. 18/21 Facebook fan Joe Rubino built this set of amazing bunk beds from scratch for his kids. The simple, timeless design features a larger bed at the bottom. Discover under the bed storage ideas. 19/21 Triple bunk bed for grandchildren
visiting 'chic cabin.' - presented by Facebook fan Keith Mealy 20/21 A castle bed project for my son - I've continued to add to it over the years, first with a staircase that included drawers for storage, a hidden play area accessible behind a secret swing bookstore, and a trap door, and later a set of towers
that could serve as storage/book sparse or as a climbing tube. More recently, I built a workben bank with lighting and storage for your Lego supplies. I'm still adding details over and over again, but he sleeps on it every night! - introduced by Facebook fan Tim Miller 21/21 Now headaches are not included.
Presentation of the DIY University. Try it FOR FREE! Originally published: December 03, 2018 Jump to main contentThese 10 bunk beds will make you dream of your childhoodApril 30, Bunk room in a Hamptons, New York, guesthouse architects Leroy Street Studio and designer Thad Hayes offers
plenty of space to visit family and friends. Color-blocked nurserywork bunk beds pack a geometric punch in the otherwise serene space. For a family home in Hawaii, architecture firm Ike Kligerman Barkley Barkley designers Ron Wilson and Joe Guidera created the ultimate girl's room. The space has a
lithe-shaped structure containing bunk beds and a staircase with storage drawers built into the stairs. Classical architecture meets avant-garde art in the home of a London family updated by designer Francis Sultana and architect Thomas Croft. The separate bed unit and library for children provided a
creative solution to historical conservation regulations that restrict the construction of new walls. In a 19th-century house in Manhattan, Leroy Street Studio carved out space on the attic level for a multifunctional boys' room. Decorator Christine Markatos Lowe furnished the room with Nurseryworks bunk
beds and desks and a custom-made sectional sofa for Vladimir Kagan.In Jenni Kayne's Los Angeles home. the throw on the stretcher ladder is by Hermès.A red painting by Farrow &amp;& Dancing illustrates the stretcher in a house in the Adirondack Mountains; The chest of drawers is by Lillian
August.The bunk beds of a Colorado mountain shelter are personalized. The Norse fabric is from Kravet, and the lamps are from the Antique &amp;& amp; Artisan Center.In an Aspen, Colorado, ski home, the bunk beds, served by a darkened steel staircase, are made of wire brushed oak with Loro
Piana cotton covers (the curtains are made of the same fabric). The lamp is by Christophe Côme, the armchairs are vintage jeanneret, and the carpet is from Ashbury Hides.A children's bedroom to film director Steven Spielberg's East Hampton, New York, guesthouse, designed by architect Charles
Gwathmey with interiors by Naomi Leff. Double bunk beds are located in the corner of the room, which is anchored by a colorful Matthew Imperiale carpet next to a blue painted desk. ExploreShoppingfurnituredecorDecoratingfamily-friendly Photo: amazon.com Debunk beds have been very popular with
families in need to fit multiple sleepers in the same bedroom. By stacking two beds on top of each other, you can maximize the floor space and accommodate several people.wwwBasic bunk beds - a two-bed stacked on top of another two-bed - are not the only configuration available to get a couple of
beds in a tight space. You can also get bunk beds with three batteries, a double bed stacked on a full bed and a full bed stacked on a full bed. Futons and trunk beds are more ways to pack various places to sleep in a narrow space. Before choosing bunk beds, consider how many sleepers you need
space and how much floor space you have. Read on to find out the best bunk bed for you. Photo: istockphoto.com Types of Bunk Bedsbunk come in a range of styles to fit a variety of needs. Basic bunk BedThe basic bunk bed has two single beds stacked on top of each other. The upper bunk bed can be
reached by climbing a staircase. They are a great space saving solution, allowing two people to Share a bedroom without swallowing up a lot of floor space. This style is typically the most affordable. Some bunk beds stack two full beds. Many basic bunk beds can also be separated and used as 2 single
beds. Futon Bunk BedThe futon bunk bed is similar to a basic bunk bed, except that it has a futon instead of a bed on the ground floor. The loft bed is typically two-dimensional, although it can also be a double. The futon can function as a sofa, or fold to become a bed. It's a good choice for families with
children who have frequent guests to sleep in, or teenagers who want a seating area in their room. Trundle bunk bed If you need to accommodate two sleepers in a room and occasionally accommodate guests overnight, a log bunk bed might be the best bunk for you. This style is a basic bunk bed with a
trunk-style triple bed under the lower bunk bed. The trunk bed usually slides over the ederas that close in place to stabilize it. Although trundle bunk beds usually have beds of two sizes, it is also possible to find full size ones. The triple bunk bed with bunk bed Uses the vertical space of a room to the
fullest potential. Large families can make efficient use of their space by stacking three beds on top of each other. Triple bunk beds can be good for cottages and holiday homes that regularly receive plenty of overnight guests. Triple bunk beds also make a good addition to an AirBnB or vacation rental to
maximize the number of people who can stay at the property. Loft Estudi LoftA has a double bed or a raised queen-size bed in an open space. This is a good solution for small bedrooms that don't have enough square images for various furniture. Space under the bed is typically used for a work desk, but
can also be used for a seating area or additional storage. Some studios have built-in desks and other storage solutions. Junior lofts are a variation on the study loft, but are lower on the ground. They are made to accommodate smaller children's play areas. Twin-Over-FullThe double bunk style is similar to
the basic bunk with a difference: the lower bed is full size. This is a good arrangement for families who want to provide a more spacious bed to an older child. This arrangement is more visually open than two full-size beds stacked on top of each other. Like basic bunk beds, two-on-full bunk beds can often
be unsent and used separately. Photo: amazon.com Continue reading to know what to consider when buying the best bunk beds for your home. Available space The size of the bedroom to be moved the best stretcher style for you. The basic bunk bed is one of the most efficient uses of space for families
who need to accommodate two children in a bedroom. A study loft will make a room feel larger as it uses the vertical space of the room to create a Space. Bunk beds with built-in storage can also be useful when short in space, as they can replace a dressing room. Number of sleepersThe number of
sleepers you need to accommodate is one of the most important considerations when buying a bunk bed. Study junior lofts and lofts save space, but can only accommodate one person. Some families need room for extra occasional sleep; Futon bunk beds and bunk beds work well for this purpose.
MaterialsBoth wood and metal are commonly used for stretcher frames. Both options can be durable and safe, so the choice is mostly aesthetic. Metal bunk beds are generally less expensive. They are also lighter, so they can be a good option if you move frequently. Its design is usually simple and
minimalist. The wooden bunk beds have a more traditional look. They can be made from oak, pine, rubber wood or engineering wood. In general, they are more expensive and are heavier than their metal counterparts. Weight capacityThe weight capacity of a stretcher is the amount of weight that each
bed frame can withstand safely. Be sure to include mattress weight and bedding along with sleep weight when calculating whether a stretcher is strong enough for your purposes. Bunk beds are commonly used in children's rooms, but some bunk beds are built to accommodate adults and have higher
weight limits. Storage Some bunk beds have built-in storage. This can be useful if you don't have room for a dressing room. The most basic type of storage in bunk beds is a raised lower bunk bed with drawers underneath. Some bunk beds have creative storage solutions such as built-in drawers on the
stairs leading to the top bunk. FeaturesUpper safety bunk beds must have surveillance railings that extend at least five inches above the top of the mattress. It is also important that the bunk staircase can be secured. You should also make sure your child understands how to use their bunk safely to
minimize the risk. Some additional bunk beds are equipped with additional features. USB ports allow users to charge their devices to the bedside, while they sleep. Extra-high surveillance railings allow you to use a mattress of any height without sacrificing safety. Decorative tea designs are available for
children's rooms. Many bunk beds and loft-style beds are built to look like castles or play houses, making bedtime fun. Our Top PicksCheck out some of the best bunk beds on the market in various categories, based on our purchase considerations. Photo: amazon.com every bed frame in Piece can hold
up to 400 pounds, so it is solidly built and suitable for children, teenagers or adults. The beds are supported by pine slats as well as a metal support bar. The 14-inch surveillance railings are higher than average, providing greater security even if you use a thicker mattress (up to 9 inches) on the top bunk
bed. The framework is constructed from Pine wood and finished with low VOC paint. Single beds can be stacked or used separately. Photo: amazon.com DHP's cheap option has two single beds in a simplified metal frame with minimalist lines that fit most decoration styles. The front staircase securely
attaches to the frame and is tilted for easy climbing. It has full-length surveillance railings on the upper bunk bed for optimum security. This bunk bed is not as high as some and can work in a room with a ceiling as low as seven feet. The upper bunk bed can hold up to 200 pounds and the lower bunk bed
can hold up to 250 pounds. Photo: amazon.com if your two children share a room, but also have guests to sleep in, this bunk could be a great selection. The trunk bed features four easy-to-slip bunk beds, which makes it easy to slide from underneath the bottom bunk. Two of the helmets are closed in
place to stabilize the bed. The frame and slats are metallic and there is an integrated staircase. The upper bunk has 11.5-inch high guard railings on all four sides. The weight limit of the upper bunk is 200 pounds and the lower bunk and trunk bed each has up to 250 pounds. The maximum mattress
height for the upper bunk bed and trunk is six inches. Photo: amazon.com Bedz King bunk beds have a lot of storage, with two drawers under the bottom bunk and three drawers built into the staircase. This stretcher does not use a particle table and is made of sustainable Brazilian pine. This is a lower-
profile bunk bed, just 61.5 inches high, and the upper bunk has a full safety railing. Since this bunk bed has stairs instead of a ladder, it can be a good selection for younger children who may not feel comfortable climbing up and down a ladder. The 2 bunk beds can be separated and arranged as single
beds. Photo: amazon.com the classic design and wood construction of this double-over-complete stretcher allows you to fit almost any style of decoration. The double bed and full bed can be stacked, or disassembled and used separately, giving it maximum versatility. Both beds have bent wooden slats
and do not need a box spring. There is a four-step staircase, and the upper bed has sneaked guard railings on all four sides, making this a good option if the stretcher cannot be placed against a wall. The maximum weight capacity is 165 pounds for the upper bunk bed, and 250 pounds for the lower
bunk. Photo: amazon.com this DHP bunk bed with 2 single beds on futons makes great option for a teenager's room where extra seats are desired. The futon can be used as a sofa during the day and becomes a large bed for sleeping. The upper bunk has metal railings on all four sides, as well as stairs
integrated into both ends. The frame is metallic and has metal slats under the upper bunk bed and the futon frame. The maximum weight capacity for the upper bunk bed is 200 pounds, while the limit Futon is 600 pounds. Please note that the Futon mattress is not included in this bunk bed. Photo:
amazon.com Dorel Living's Full Over Full Bunk Beds can hold up to £250 each, so they can accommodate older children or teenagers. They are made of rubber wood and have a traditional mission-style design that will work in many decoration styles. Beds have bent wooden slats included, so there is no
need for a box spring. It has an integrated staircase and a full surveillance railing. This bunk bed also has two USB charging ports that can be connected to the nearest wall store, so children can charge their devices while they sleep. Stacked beds can also be converted into two single beds. Frequently
asked questions about bunk bedsSecients and not sure which bunk beds are the best bunk beds for you? These are the answers to common questions about them.Q. Are bunk beds dangerous? They can be if they are not used correctly. Approximately 36,000 children go to the emergency room each
year due to stretcher-related injuries, making them more dangerous than standard beds. You can minimize risks by following safety guidelines set by the American Academy of Pediatrics.Q. How old is it for a stretcher? According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, children under the age of six should
not use the upper bunk of a stretcher.Q. How long do bunk beds last? Well-made bunk beds can last ten years or more. More.
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